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NO ROOKIE ERROR
In the first installment of Drawing Board, Team Satori’s 4-way national
champion, Julia Foxwell, talks us through three rookie pools
PHOTOGR A PH Y D AV E HE A D WORDS JUL I A F OX W E L L

JULIA FOX WELL
(TE AM SATORI, GB)
Satori’s 4-way team have a
combined experienced of over
85 years coaching and competing
in the sport, and more than 45,000
jumps and countless of hours in
the wind tunnels. In September
2012, they won a bronze medal at
the World Cup Championships,
which was the first British medal
there since 1979. Their outside
centre, Julia, has been skydiving
for 22 years since she was 16 and
has now racked up well over 8,000
jumps. After watching her brother
jump and compete, she discovered
a passion for 4-way and proved to
be very talented. Now, as then, she
is trying to see how far she can go.
Her open catergory 4-way team
have achieved a lot as amateurs
and are looking for more funding to
take the next steps.
Honours:
Women’s 4-way World
Championship gold (with Airkix in
Gera, Germany)
5x National Championship gold
(one with Airkix, four with Satori)
World Cup Bronze
European Championships Bronze
teamsatori.co.uk
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Starting with the Star and moving
to the Stairstep Diamond, outside
centre (OC) and inside centre (IC)
drive backwards slightly to allow
point (P) and tail (T) to do a 90º
right hand turn into the formation.
It’s important to step out slightly to
give point and tail the space as this
is a change from a small formation
to a longer formation.
Point and tail want to turn 90º
in place to the right, and need to
make sure their centre points are
parallel to each other so it’s easy
for outside centre and inside centre
to pick up parallel leg grips. Point
and tail pick up outside centre and
inside centres arm grips.
When moving to the Donut, point
and tail should side slide to the
right very slightly to give outside
centre and inside centre a bit more
space. Outside centre and inside
centre should make an in-place
turn to the right and look for their
centre points to be parallel to
each other.
The 4-way picks up the left leg
grip. Aim to take high grips to keep
the formation small and tight.
Everyone then makes a left
hand 90º turn back to the Star,
pushing slightly into the centre
of the formation to ensure the
Star is tight.
When rotating into the Star,
present your left arm and pick up
the grip with your right hand so
everyone is sharing presenting,
and picking up a grip.
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OPEN ACCORDIAN

OFP
During the move from Satellite to
the Open Accordian, inside centre
needs to turn 45º to the left, and
outside centre needs to turn about
30º to the right. Inside centre picks
up outside centre’s right arm grip.
Point picks up outside centre’s
left arm grip with their left hand.
They should be looking through
the centre of the formation
towards tail.
Tail picks up inside centre’s
left arm grip their left hand.
They should be looking through
the centre of the formation
towards point. It’s not essential
for point and tail to be completely
parallel with outside centre and
inside centre.
It’s better to be slightly cheated,
facing the centre of the formation
so they can see more.
To move to the Sidebody, inside
centre side slides slightly towards
the left and becomes the reference
point for outside centre and point.
Outside centre builds a Sidebody
with inside centre, presenting the
right arm and leg grips. Point turns
to the right putting their left leg
grip in the same place and inside
centre has put their right hand.
This ensures they have set up
in a good place for outside centre
to easily pick up the right arm
and leg grip on point. Point
should be on the same angle as
inside centre.
Tail aims to put their left hand
close to outside centre’s right leg
grip and ensuring they are at the
same angle as outside centre.
When in position, providing inside
centre is in position, they then
pick up inside centre’s left arm
and leg grip.
Inside centre keys the formation
when they can feel tail is on, have
the grips on outside centre and can
see outside centre has the grips
on point.
When transitioning to the
Satellite, outside centre and inside
centre aim to build a 90º Star
shape picture with each other.
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Point and tail do the same. Outside
centre will need to back up slightly
to allow point to easily move to the
centre of the formation.
Once everyone is in their slot and
is referencing across the formation
and can see the 90º picture then
everyone can pick up the grips.
This formation has a tendency
to lift between outside centre and
point to the more you can see the
pictures the easier it will be to
maintain good levels.
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CR ANK

HNG
Point is at the head of the Bow
formation, inside centre is in the
centre, on the right hand side.
They are holding onto point’s leg,
and outside centre’s arm. outside
centre is in the centre on the left
hand side. They are holding onto
point’s left arm. Tail is at the back
holding onto inside centre’s left leg,
and outside centre’s right leg.
To transition from Bow to
Crank, you want to be looking for
some pictures. Inside centre has
generally got the smallest moves,
and as they are in the centre,
they can generally see the most.
So inside centre usually keys
(releases the grips first) to confirm
the formation has been completed
and the team is ready to move to
the next formation.
Inside Centre rotates to the left
by about 45º. Point rotates to the
left, looking to set up a 90º picture
with inside centre.
Outside centre aims to build a
sidebody picture with point (this
is why it is critical that point is set
up properly with inside centre).
Outside centre looks over there
right shoulder at point but also
aware they are building a ‘Cat’ with
inside centre (this is where inside
centre are taking both leg grips on
outside centre).
Tail builds a 90º picture with
outside centre. This then allows
inside centre to fly to their slot
and ensures that tail does fly to
inside centre’s grips and then
stopping inside centre picking up
the leg grips on outside centre. It’s
important with all formations to
allow the centre grips to build
prior or at the same time as the
other grips.
Inside centre keys this formation
by feeling that tail is on both grips,
knowing they are on both grips
with outside centre, and seeing
that point is on outside centre.
For inside centre, the move to
the Cat Accord is relatively small.
Again they rotate about 45º,
this time to the right and pick
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up the right arm and leg on
outside centre.
It’s important to fly to your slot,
and allow everyone to fly to you
instead of flying to your grips, as
everyone uses inside centre as
their reference. Outside centre
turns to the right and plugs
forward, building a Sidebody
picture with inside centre. Once
they have built a two way with
inside centre, they then look
out to point and pick up the left
leg grip and then look back into
inside centre. For point, they are
aiming to build at the head of the
formation, and looking for the
centre of their body to be inline
with inside centre with enough
space to allow outside centre to
build in between them. They then
pick up the grip of outside centres
left leg grip and continue to look
towards inside centre. Tail flies to
inside centre’s leg grips, ensuring
they are slightly cheated to the left
so they can see through the centre
of the formation.
Inside centre keys when they can
feel tail is on the back of their legs,
and can see point looking towards
them to know the formation is built
at the front.
When moving to the H formation,
outside centre and inside centre
need to fold around each other with
outside centre back up and turning
to the left with the hips moving
towards tail. Inside centre needs
to plug slightly forwards towards
point. Outside centre and inside
centre need to have their hips
parallel to each other and close to
each other so tail can easily pick up
both grips.
For point it is pretty much a sit
still move, aiming to have your
centre point in line with tail’s head.
That way it’s easy for outside
centre and inside centre to pick up
the grips.
Tail needs to fly to have their
head in line with point’s centre
point and allow the leg grips of
outside centre and inside centre to
come towards them.
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